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20G 'CARBON BLACK' 640 PEARL EX POWDERED PIGMENT BY

JACQUARD

Pearl Ex Pigments are nontoxic, inert powdered pigments that

exhibit extreme colour fastness and stability. Ideal for interior,

exterior and archival applications, they can be incorporated

into any viscous medium, eg oil, acrylic, varnish, clay or they

may be spread dry on any porous surface. Can also be used

for Resin Art.

Our most versatile product yet, Pearl Ex Powdered Pigments

may be used any time a metallic or pearlescent effect is

desired: mix them into acrylics, oils, printing inks, encaustics,

alcohol inks, epoxy, glues, casting resins, clay,

varnishesâ€¦the list goes on!

Try it mixed with Gum Arabic for a DIY metallic calligraphy ink

or watercolor, in the Pearl Ex Varnish for working on non-

porous surfaces, or mixed into one of Jacquard's colorless

extenders for use on fabric.

Pearl Ex is a safe, inert pigment that exhibits extreme

colorfastness and stability. The different particle sizes produce

different effects, from a smooth pearly luster, to a highly

metallic sheen. Pearl Ex creates a metallic effect without being

a real metalâ€”it will never tarnish or fade!

Note: Pearl Ex Powdered Pigments were specifically developed

as an art material. They are NOT for cosmetic use.

FABRIC/FIBER/SURFACES polymer clay, encaustics, paper,

shrink plastic, leather, glass, canvas, wood, and more! Mix

with a binder to use on natural and synthetic fibers.

SKU Option Part # Price

8727333 150111 $14.5

Model

Type Pigment

SKU 8727333

Part Number 150111

Barcode 743772164005

Brand Jacquard

Size 21g

Technical - Main

Colour Name Carbon Black 640

Material Resin Pigment

Packaging + Shipping

Shipping Weight (Gross) 1.48 kg
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Technical Data:-

Download Pearl Ex Powdered Pigment Instructions here.

Download Pearl Ex JPX1 Bottle Fill Levels here.
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